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CitySynergy™

At Deloitte, we have developed CitySynergy™ - an integrated city operating system 

with five sub-products, each one of them with a specific set of functionalities related 

to the core functions of any city. 

CitySynergy™ provides an integrated and holistic view into the heart of a city. Through 

optimisation of operational efficiency, the coordination and support of city managers 

and stakeholders, and real time engagement with citizens, response efforts are 

improved greatly. It also ensures city managers have comprehensive data 

and information to prepare for problems, plan for growth, and adapt 

to citizens expectations. 
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CitySynergy™ I Subproducts

CitySynergy
Protect 

Thousands of managed things and connected citizens are thousands of eventual 

open security breaches. Protect is a security and compliance up-to-date protective layer 

around the command centre, simultaneously full data regulation compliance. 

CitySynergy ·
Intelligence 

Applies Bl and analytical methods to the collected data fostering process automation 

and continuous improvement. It optimises operational efficiency, as well as cognitive 

algorithms for machine learning and artificial intelligence, namely near future prediction 

and support in planning for growth and scale. 

CitySynergy
Command 

The core of the city operating system, centralising the city vertical domains events, 

incidents and requests, dynamic asset management, fostering event correlation and 

real time collaboration on top of standard operating procedures. The result is high 

quality service management, efficiency, effectiveness, citizen satisfaction and 

sustainable growth. 

CitySynergy
Insights 

Provides to all stakeholders contextualised, synthetic and visual reporting 

information about the service and operations. It is relevant for decision-making 

and citizen input and feedback. 

CitySynergy ·
Integrate 

Ensures the expansion of a range command centre functionalities through 

the solid integration of new modules, such as vertical service domains (through APl's), 

loT, legacy systems, to citizen and stakeholder contextualized communication 

and social login. 

CitySynergy™ is a Deloitte trademark under registration. Likewise for the CitySynergy™ products family. 

CitySynergy™ will be further adapted to serve areas 
with similar context of the complex urban ecosystem 

•••• 
••••• 

Cascais Command Center powered by Deloitte 

Visit our Smart Cities website at smartcities.deloitte.pt 
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